
Transplanting: Decrease
Fatigue, Increase Productivity

JohnW.BartokJr.
Extension Agricultural Engineer

A lthough automatic seedling
^transplanters are starting to

come onto the market, it will still be several years before they
are perfected to the point where they are in widespread use in
the industry. Besides the greaterthan $20,000cost, most sys
tems require changes to your present methods, such as new
plug trays, special dibbles and dubbing, and the inspection
and fillingofblank cells to get a full seedling tray.

In the meantime, there are a number of things that you can
do to increase the efficiency ofhand transplanting. To be able
to evaluate the effect of changes, a record of production,
including number of flats per hour and cost of transplanting a
flat should be kept

Maximum dexterity andperformance
occurs when items are located within a

16-inch horizontal and 17-inch vertical

radius ofthe normal elbow location.

If you are not currentlyusing plugs, now is the time to start.
Plug technology, whether you purchase or grow your own, is
well established The savings in labor comes from the ease of
handling the plugs, as compared to the seedlings from a com
munity tray.The slight extra cost is more than offset by quicker
startingand more uniformity. Some of this advantage is lost if
plugs become too large.

In transplanting, as in any operation requiring manual dex
terity, the comfort ofthe transplanter and the convenience of
the materials can have a major effect on production efficiency.
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Tips on Finishing the
1993 Easter Lily Crop

RichardJ. McAvoy
Assistant Professorand Extension Specialist

Greenhouse Crops.

0:1nee the lily crop reaches
the visible bud stage and

the end is in sight, growers should pay carefulattention to bud
development and temperature in order to finish the crop with
out sacrificing quality.Visible bud for Easter1993should occur
around February28 (see 1993 EasterLilySchedule in last issue
of the CGNL). Thirty-five days remain from this date until the
week before Easter when sales begin.

While the leaf counting technique is useful for timing the
lily crop during the early stages ofdevelopment, growers must
track bud development during the laterstagesofdevelopment
to bring the crop in on time for Easter. Ideally,crop develop
ment will be close enough to the desired schedule by the time
the visiblebud stageoccurs,so that it canbe forced to flower
withtemperatures somewhere between 55° and70°F. If forc
ing temperatures outside of this range arerequired, cropqual
ity may suffer, the cost of forcing may increase (if higher
temperaturesarerequired)or the desired forcing temperatures
may be difficult to achieveand lilydevelopmentmay stall (if
lower temperatures are necessary). At an average temperature
of 55°F, lilieswill take about 42 days to reach flowering from
visiblebud. At each 5°Fincrease in average temperature, in
the 55°to 75°F range, the time from visible bud to flowering
will decrease by about four days. For example, at65°F, this
interval takes about 34days, andat75°F, about 27days. As
temperature increases anadditional 10°F, to85°F, the process
is shorter still, but only by a total of three days.

To estimate the time remaining until lilies in bud reach flow
ering,measurethe currentbud length and, using the informa
tion in Table 1, find this bud length in the column under the
averagetemperature you are using. Followthe row to the left
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Before issuinga permitfor a greenhouse used for retailpur
poses, handicapped access, restroom facilities and an enclosed
heating system may alsobe required

Aquestion that frequently comes up is the case of a green
house used primarily for production except for a few weeks
during the year when it is open to the public for the sale of
holidayor bedding plants. The codes generally require that it
be fitted to the most restrictive use.

Once your plans have satisfied the building official,a permit
is issued. A copy is also forwarded to the tax assessor. You
have sixmonths or a year from that date to start the building
withouthavingto reapply. A buildingpermit is also needed for
any remodeling that involvesstructural, heating, electrical or
plumbingchanges.The required fee is usuallybased on the
actual constructioncost or the amount of square feet of floor
area.

Inspections of your project are conducted at key points in
the constructionprocess, usuallyprior to the placement of any
concrete, when the frame has been erected and prior to enclos
ing any electrical or plumbing. Aftera final inspection, a certifi
cate of occupancy(CD) is issued and you can start moving
your plants in.

Ifyour permitwas denied, as was the case of the grower
mentioned earlier, you can appeal the decision to a Board of
Appealswho will considerall the factsbefore rendering a
decision.

One Final Piece ofAdvice

Although you maynotagreewith the concept of havingto get
a buildingpermit, it isgenerallybest not to start construction
withoutone. Ifyou do, the official can make you remove the
building, as has recently happened toa growerin a nearby
town in Connecticut,or can interpret the code so that you will
have to dot every"i" and crossevery"t". Thislatterprocesshas
happened to several growers and proved to be veryexpensive.

Youwillfind that, ingeneral,buildingofficials are very help
ful ingetting you through the code process. Their jobis to see
that your greenhouse is a safe place to work. Isn't that what
you want too?
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Table height, lighting, temperature and other factors need to
be reviewed to ensure the best conditions for the workers.

Researchdone at Pennsylvania State University a number of
years ago on work station design showed that maximum dex
terity and performance occurs when the flat, seedlings and
other items used are located within a 16-inch horizontal and
17-inchvertical radius of the normal elbow location. Objects
that are placed outside this zone require reaching, which slows
transplanting time. A shelf or rack can be located just to the
side or rear of this zone to hold labels, a dibble or other tools.
A convenient storage for nonplanted flats is also needed. For
permanent installations, a roller conveyor located above the

table works well.
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Workstation height is also important. When possible, the
most desirable arrangement is for the workers to have the
option ofbeing seated or standing. This requires adjustable
table height, seat height or the platform they stand on. Most
transplanters are most comfortable when the top of the flat is
about one inch below elbow height. Tiltingthe top of the table
slightlycan also help, as it gives better visibility and matches
the normal arm slope.

Once the flats have been transplanted, a system for moving
them away from the transplanter is needed. A belt conveyor at
the same level as the table is probably the most efficient. The
flats are pushed on without lifting.
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Carryingthe flats to set them in the growing area, a system
used by many small growers who transplant in the green
house, is efficient if the walking distance is kept short It also
eliminates one extra handling. Care should be taken that carry
ing distances are kept to a minimum.Ata $6-per-hour labor
rate, every eight feet ofwalking adds about a cent to the cost
of producing the flat.

The development of plug technology has opened the way
for increases in transplanting speed. The singulation of broad
cast seedlings takes time. Singulation is done for you when
they are grown in plug trays.Seedlings can now be planted
with both hands.

This lends itself to assembly conveyor methods, similar to
that used in the electronics and other industries. Here the filled

and dibbled flats are placed on one end ofa slow moving con
veyor belt either by hand or directly from the flat filler. Work
ers on one or both sides of the belt are responsible for insert
ing plugs into one section of the flat as it moves past. By the
time the flat reaches the far end of the belt, all the spaces are
filled. A greater accuracy results, as it is easier to stick a half
dozen seedlings in the same area of each flat than to plant 20
to 40 over the whole flat.

On the other end, a method of handling up to six flats per
minute is needed. An accumulating conveyor can be used to
store the flats until they can be loaded onto carts for transport
to the greenhouse. All motors should be variable speed to syn
chronize the conveyors and other equipment and to adjust for
operator speed and transplanting conditions.

Why are some transplanters more efficient than others? It
usually relates to technique. Placement of materials, grasping
the seedlings and finger motion in sticking the plants all influ
ence the production rate. Technique is also developed with
experience. With the high rate of turnover of people in trans
planting operations, try videotaping the techniques used by
the best transplanters and showing it as part of the training
process for new employees. This method has proven very
successful in other industries.

This spring, pay a little more attention to the way your trans
planting is done. A few changes may mean more dollars in
your pocket at the end of the season.
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NBC for retail greenhouses do not allow film plastic less that
20 mils. In addition the official may require you to present test
results from an independent testing agency on the fire rating of
the glazing, including flammability, flame spread and smoke
generation. These test results are generally available from the
manufacturer or from the author.

Loads

Although most codes have minimum roof loads, ranging from
20 pounds per sq. ft. (psf) in the south to 50 psf in heavy snow
country, most greenhouses are designed for 15 to 20 psf. This
is acceptable for production greenhouses if the grower pro
videsminimum 50°F. winter insidetemperature and an alarm
system to indicate a furnace failure. For retail greenhouses, a
stronger suppport frame may be required.

Although most states exempt agriculturalbuilding plans,
including production greenhouses, fromhavingto be stamped
by a professionalengineer, the seal maybe required for retail
greenhouses.

Egress

This is of little concern in production greeenhouses becauseof
the small number ofworkers, but in a retail setup, two marked
exits no more than 200feet apart are required. Door and aisle
width may be regulated and panic hardware required.
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